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Summary-The dimensions of working memory in children and the relationships between working memory 
capacity, reasoning and reading ability were investigated. Simple and complex span tests were administered 
to 280 grade four, five and six elementary school children. Simple span tests were hypothesized to measure 
the capacity to temporary store information in working memory. Complex span tests were thought to 
reflect the simultaneous storage and processing of information. In addition, tests for reasoning, reading 
comprehension and reading speed were administered. Confirmatory factor analyses showed that the various 
tests for working memory formed one factor, which was interpreted as temporal storage capacity. The 
analyses revealed also that working memory and reasoning both were related to reading comprehension, 
but that these constructs differed in their relations to reading speed. Copyright <G 1996 Elsevier Science 
Ltd. 

INTRODUCTION 

Working memory is a system for the temporary storage and processing of information. The system 
is assumed to have a central role in human information processing. Results from experimental 
research suggest that working memory is involved in a broad range of cognitive abilities (Baddeley, 
1986; Gilhooly, Logie, Wetherick & Wynn, 1993; Hitch, 1978; Logie & Baddeley, 1987). In addition, 
individual differences in the functioning of working memory have been found to be related to 
important cognitive abilities such as reading (Daneman & Carpenter, 1980; Just & Carpenter, 1992) 
arithmetic (Hitch & McAuly, 1991; Turner & Engle, 1989) and reasoning (de Jong & Das-Smaal, 
1995; Jurden, 1995; Kyllonen & Christal, 1990). Unfortunately, many important issues concerning 
individual differences in working memory have been primarily examined in adults only. In the 

present study we adopted an individual differences approach to pursue several of these issues in 
children. More specifically, we examined the dimensions of working memory and the relation of 
working memory capacity with reading ability and intelligence. 

Dimensions of working memory 

The most prominent model of working memory is the model of Baddeley and Hitch (1974) and 
Baddeley (1986). The model consists of a central executive, which is considered to be a limited 
capacity system for the regulation of processes associated with working memory. The central 
executive is assisted by two specialized slave systems for the temporary storage of verbal and of 
visuo-spatial information, respectively. Considering the model, two assumptions appear to be 
crucial. One assumption is that a separation can be made between passive storage systems, formerly 
denoted as short-term memory, and an active central executive system for the regulation of tem- 
porary storage and processing. We will refer to the (limited) capacity of the latter system as ‘working 
memory capacity’ and we will use the term ‘storage capacity’ to denote temporal storage sec. The 
second assumption is that working memory capacity is domain independent, i.e. the amount of 
capacity does not depend on the specific contents of a task. We will first address these two 
assumptions. Then, we will consider the measurement of working memory capacity. 

Empirically, storage capacity and working memory capacity have often been distinguished by 
simple and complex span tests (e.g. Daneman & Carpenter, 1980; Turner & Engle, 1989). In simple 
span tests series of words or digits are presented, which have to be repeated in the presented order. 
Simple span tests measure the storage component of working memory, because information only 
has to be reproduced. Complex span tests have been devised to measure the ability to store and 
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process information simultaneously. A classical example of a complex span task is the reading span 
task developed by Daneman and Carpenter (1980). The reading span task requires the subject to 
read a sentence and to store the last word. After a series of sentences, the last words of all of the 
sentences have to be reproduced in the order in which they appeared. Thus, in the reading span test 
subjects need to store information (i.e. the last words of every sentence) and simultaneously have 
to process new information (i.e. read sentences). The number of last words that can be reproduced 
in these circumstances is regarded as a measure of working memory capacity. 

The results of several studies provide support for a distinction between individual differences in 
storage capacity and working memory capacity in adults using simple and complex span tests (e.g. 
Daneman & Carpenter, 1980; Das-Smaal, de Jong & Koopmans, 1993; Turner & Engle, 1989). 
Swanson (1993) reports a similar distinction in children. Unfortunately, Swanson (1993) did not 
use simple span tests as measures of temporal storage capacity. Therefore the results of Swanson 
(1993) cannot be directly compared with the results of the studies with adults. In the present study 
we used simple and complex span tests that are similar to those used by Turner and Engle (1989). 

The second assumption of Baddeley and Hitch, that working memory capacity is not dependent 
on a particular task content, has been hotly debated (Case, Kurland & Goldberg, 1982; Daneman 
& Carpenter, 1980; Jurden, 1995; Salthouse & Babcock, 1991; Siegel & Ryan, 1989; Turner & Engle, 
1989). Daneman and Carpenter (1980) (see also Just & Carpenter, 1992), for example, stated that 
performance on the reading span task depends both on reading efficiency and storage capacity. 
Accordingly, differences in reading span are, at least in part, the result of differences in reading 

ability, and as a consequence working memory capacity is domain dependent. In contrast, Engle 
and his co-workers (Cantor, Engle & Hamilton, 1991; Engle, Cantor & Carullo, 1992; Turner & 
Engle, 1989) opted for a domain independent conception of working memory capacity. They argued 
that the specific type of processing in a complex span test is unimportant and that, instead, differences 
in reading ability stem from differences in working memory capacity. In support of their position 
Turner and Engle (1989) showed that a computation span test, in which the process component was 
arithmetic instead of reading, had a similar relation to the performance on a reading comprehension 
test as a reading span test. In a subsequent study Engle et al. (1992) even stated that the type of 
processing is unimportant, because processing efficiency does not contribute at all to individual 
differences in complex span performance. They demonstrated that individual differences in pro- 
cessing efficiency did not effect the relationship between computation span and reading compre- 

hension. Recently, however, Jurden (1995) reported results that cast doubts about the unitary nature 
of working memory capacity. Jurden (1995) found that reading span appeared to be related to 
verbal intelligence, mainly academic achievement, while computation span was correlated with non- 
verbal intelligence. In contrast to the results of Turner and Engle (1989), computation span was not 
associated with verbal intelligence. In both studies reported by Jurden, the correlation between 
reading span and computational span was very low (0.21 and 0.17, respectively), which one would 
not expect for two tests that are supposed to measure the same construct. To pursue the issue of 
the domain dependency of working memory capacity in children we administered both a reading 
span and a computation span test. 

The complex span tests mentioned above are often used as measures of working memory capacity. 
These tests conform to the definition of working memory capacity as the ability to store and process 
information simultaneously, but are not based on a model of the central executive. In addition, these 
tests seem to make heavy demands on the storage component of working memory as their critical 
measure is the amount of information that can be stored while processing continues. It is not clear, 
however, whether such heavy storage demands are necessary for the proper measurement of working 
memory capacity (Baddeley, 1993). As an alternative de Jong and Das-Smaal (1990, 1995) and de 
Jong (1995) developed a test, termed the Star Counting Test (XT). The test was based on the model 
of Normal and Shallice (1986), which was proposed by Baddeley (1986) as a model for the central 
executive. In contrast to the complex span tasks, the SCT requires only minimal storage of infor- 
mation. The test is aimed to measure the activation and inhibition of processing in working memory, 
which is assumed to be the most important function of the central executive system (Baddeley, 
1986). More specifically, the SCT requires the S to alternate between forward and backward 
counting (see the Method section for more details about the test). Das-Smaal et al. (1993) showed, 
in adults, that the correlation of the SCT with a computational span test, supposed to involve 
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central executive functioning, was higher than with a simple digit span test. In the present study we 
aimed to replicate this result in children. 

In sum, three issues concerning the structure of working memory in children were investigated in 
this study. Firstly, we examined whether simple and complex span tests can be distinguished. 
Secondly, we addressed the issue of the domain independency of working memory capacity. And 
finally, we wanted to investigate the relations between alternative measures of working memory 
capacity. 

Working memory capacity, reasoning and reading ability 

The second focus of this study concerned the relation of individual differences in working memory 
capacity with reasoning and reading ability. 

Reasoning ability or fluid intelligence can be considered as a central aspect of intelligence (e.g. 
Carroll, 1993; Gustafsson, 1984). Kyllonen and Christal (1990) found strong evidence for a close 
relationship between reasoning ability and working memory capacity. In a number of studies with 
adults they found correlations ranging from 0.80 to 0.90. In a study with children, de Jong and Das- 
Smaal (1995) report a somewhat lower correlation of 0.66. The results of Kyllonen and Christal, 
and de Jong and Das-Smaal are, however, difficult to compare. In the latter study a variety of 
working memory tests was used, while in the former study the majority of the tests for working 
memory capacity were complex span tests. In the present study, therefore, we used complex span 
tests to examine the relationship between working memory capacity and reasoning ability. 

Though Kyllonen and Christal (1990) found a strong relation between working memory capacity 
and reasoning ability, the constructs were not identical. Interestingly, reasoning ability was more 
strongly related to general knowledge than working memory capacity. In contrast, working memory 
capacity appeared to be more strongly associated with processing speed than reasoning ability. The 
latter result was also found by de Jong and Das-Smaal(l995). In the present study we hypothesized 
that working memory capacity and reasoning ability would also differ in their relationships to two 
aspects of reading ability. The two aspects of interest were reading speed and reading comprehension, 
which have often been shown to form separable dimensions of reading ability (e.g. Carroll, 1993). 

There is ample evidence of a relation between reading comprehension and reasoning ability or 
fluid intelligence. Reading comprehension has been often associated with crystallized intelligence 
(see, for example, Gustafsson, 1984) but has also been found to load on a fluid intelligence factor 
(Gustafsson & Undheim, 1992; Marshalek, Lohman & Snow, 1983). In the study of Kyllonen and 
Christal mentioned before, one of the tests that formed the general knowledge factor, which was 
substantially related to reasoning ability, was a test of paragraph comprehension. In the study by 
de Jong and Das-Smaal (1995) school achievement, indicated by reading comprehension and 
arithmetic achievement, had a correlation of 0.82 with fluid intelligence. 

There are several reasons to expect that the relationship of reasoning ability with reading speed 

might be substantially lower than its relationship with reading comprehension. First, it can be 
argued that the determinants of reading speed and reading comprehension are quite different (Snow, 
1993). For example, in children vocabulary has been found to be related to reading comprehension 
(Aarnoutse & van Leeuwe, 1988) and is also related to reasoning (Gustafsson, 1984). However, the 
relationship of vocabulary to reading speed is weak (Aarnoutse & van Leeuwe, 1988). Secondly, 
reading speed can be expected to be highly associated to simple processing speed (e.g. Salthouse & 
Babcock, 1991), which appears to be hardly associated with reasoning (de Jong & Das-Smaal, 1995; 
Kyllonen & Christal, 1990). Finally, direct evidence for a differential relationship of reasoning with 
reading speed and reading comprehension is provided by a study by Singer (1977). In this study the 

correlation between intelligence and reading comprehension appeared to be stronger than between 
intelligence and reading speed. Moreover, while the first correlation tended to get higher during 
elementary school, the latter decreased gradually. 

Finally, we expected that working memory capacity is related to reading ability and reading speed. 
Empirical evidence has revealed a substantial association between working memory capacity and 
reading comprehension (Baddeley, Logie, Nimmo-Smith & Brereton, 1985; Daneman & Carpenter, 
1980; Turner & Engle, 1989). With respect to reading speed a substantial relationship with working 
memory capacity might be expected for two reasons. One reason is that working memory capacity 
has generally been found to be related to processing speed (Case et al., 1982; de Jong & Das-Smaal, 
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1995; Kyllonen & Christal, 1990; Salthouse & Babcock, 1991). As reading speed is likely to be 
highly related to processing speed in general (see, for example, Salthouse & Babcock, 1991), we 
might expect a substantial association between reading speed and working memory capacity. A 
second reason to expect a relationship between working memory capacity and reading speed can be 
derived from the theory of Just and Carpenter (1992) in which the functioning of working memory 
is specified. According to Just and Carpenter working memory capacity is limited. As a consequence, 
a trade-off between processing and storage is necessary (see also Daneman & Carpenter, 1980). An 
increase in processing efficiency gives the opportunity to devote more capacity to storage. As 
mentioned before, the amount of storage while processing is the critical measure in most working 
memory capacity tests. Therefore, a relationship between reading speed and working memory 
capacity can be predicted, especially when the processing task in the working memory capacity 
measure requires reading. 

To summarize, we tested two hypotheses about the relations among working memory capacity, 
reasoning and reading ability. First, we expected a substantial relation between working memory 
capacity and reasoning. Secondly, we hypothesized a specific pattern of relations of working memory 
capacity and reasoning with reading comprehension and reading ability. We expected that working 
memory capacity would be related to reading comprehension and reading speed. In contrast we 
hypothesized that reasoning ability would be more strongly related to reading comprehension than 

to reading speed. 
In the present study we investigated the dimensionality of working memory and the inter-relations 

between working memory capacity, reasoning and reading ability in a group of elementary school 
children in the age of 9 to 12 years. At these ages working memory capacity is not yet fully matured 
(Case, 1992) while reading speed and reading comprehension can be dissociated. Before 9 years of 
age reading speed and reading comprehension are highly correlated (Aarnoutse & van Leeuwe, 
1988). We administered a battery of tests to all children. The battery consisted of tests that were 
aimed to measure two distinct aspects of working memory, i.e. (temporal) storage capacity and 
working memory capacity. In addition to the tests for working memory, tests were selected to reflect 
reasoning, reading comprehension and reading speed. 

METHOD 

Participants 

A group of 289 Dutch fourth, fifth and sixth grade elementary school children participated in 
this study. The fourth grade children came from 27 schools, that were randomly selected from the 
group of schools that took part in the Second Dutch National Assessment Study of Attention 
Deficit Disorders (see for a further description of this sample de Jong, 1994). Per school four or five 
children in grade 4 were randomly selected. After the removal of non-Dutch children 100 grade 
four children (54 girls and 46 boys) remained in the sample. The mean age of the fourth grade 
children was 9.7 years, with a standard deviation of 3.65 months. 

The fifth and the sixth grade children came from 10 schools in the region of Amsterdam. Per 
school 12 grade five and 12 grade six children were selected at random. Children from non-Dutch 
families were removed, resulting in 99 children from the fifth grade (51 girls and 48 boys; mean age 
10.69 years with a standard deviation of 5.73 months) and 90 children from the sixth grade (49 girls 
and 41 boys; mean age 11.77 years with a standard deviation of 4.63 months). 

The sampling procedure of the fourth-grade sample was different from the procedure for the 
grade five and grade six samples. The former sample was drawn from a representative group of 
Dutch fourth-grade children, whilst the latter sample came from 10 schools in the region of 
Amsterdam. The representativeness of these samples for the Dutch population of grade five and 
grade six children, respectively, is not fully clear. The little information we have about the rep- 
resentativeness suggests, however, that the grade five and grade six samples were, at least, no extreme 
samples. The mean performance on one of our measures, reading speed, was similar to the known 
mean performance for grade five and grade six children, respectively. In addition, we should mention 
that the prime interest in this study concerns the inter-relations among various constructs. It is 
difficult to conceive how the differences in sampling procedure mentioned above, might influence 
these inter-relations in these samples of elementary school children. 
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Working memory tests 

Three types of tests were used to assess working memory. The storage capacity of working 
memory was measured by two simple span tests (word span and digit span). Working memory 
capacity was assessed with two complex span tests (reading span and computational span) and the 
Star Counting Test. 

Word Span Test. This simple span test required retention and reproduction of a sequence of 
words. The words were presented on tape with an interword interval of one second. The length of 
a list of words increased from three to eight words. After each list the words had to be reported in 
the order of presentation. Each list length was covered twice resulting in a total of 12 items. The 
test was stopped when the participant failed on two lists of equal length. The score was the total 
number of lists that were reported in the correct order. 

Digit Spun Test. This simple span test required retention and reproduction of a sequence of digits. 

The digits were presented on tape with an interdigit interval of one second. The length of a list of 
words increased from three to eight digits. After each list the digits had to be reported in the order 
of presentation. Each list length was covered twice resulting in a total of 12 items. The test was 
stopped when the participant failed on two lists of equal length. The score was the total number of 
lists that were reported in the correct order. 

Reading Span Test. This complex span test required the retention and reproduction of words 
while reading simple sentences. The test was devised according to the description by Turner and 
Engle (1989). On each item of the test participants had to read a series of simple sentences consisting 
of five to seven words. After a sentence was read and before reading of the next sentence was started, 
a word was given by the test assistant, which had to be stored. The words were the same as in the 
Word Span Test. The participant was instructed to start with the next sentence right after the 
presentation of the word. This immediate continuation of the reading was necessary in order to 
prevent rehearsal of the words. After a series of sentences the list of words had to be reproduced in 
the order in which they were presented by the test assistant. The number of sentences ascended from 
two to seven. Accordingly. the list of words that had to be stored ranged also from two to seven. 
The test consisted of 12 series of sentences and was preceded by two practice items. Each number 
of sentences to be read was given twice. The test was stopped when the participant failed on two 
series with an equal number of sentences. The score was the total number of lists of words that was 
reported in the correct order. 

Computution Spun Test. This complex span test required the retention and reproduction of digits 
while making simple computations. The test was devised according to the description by Turner 
and Engle (1989). Each item of the test required the participants to make a series of computations, 
i.e. the addition or subtraction of one from a digit that was lower than ten. Also the answer of a 
problem was always lower than 10. The participant had to read the constituent parts of the problem 
(for example 3 + 1) aloud and give the answer aloud. After a computation was calculated and before 
starting to read the next problem, a digit was given by the test assistant, which had to be stored. 
The digits were the same as in the Digit Span Test. The participant was instructed to start with the 
next problem right after the presentation of the digit. This immediate continuation was necessary 
in order to prevent rehearsal of the list of digits. After a series of computations the list of given 
digits had to be reproduced in the order in which they had been presented by the test assistant. The 
number of computations ascended from two to seven. Accordingly, the list of digits that had to be 
stored, ranged also from two to seven. The test consisted of 12 series of problems and was preceded 
by two practice items. Each number of problems to be solved, was given twice. The test was stopped 
when the participant failed on two series with an equal number of problems. The score was the total 
number of lists of digits that was reported in the correct order. 

Star Counting Test (SCT). The test was directly aimed at measuring the ability to activate, 
modulate and inhibit processes in working memory, which is assumed to require working memory 
capacity (de Jong & Das-Smaal, 1990, 1995). Each item in the test consisted of 9 rows of three to 
five stars each (approximately 40 stars in total) with plus and minus signs in between and a number 
at the beginning of the first row (see, for an example, de Jong and Das-Smaal, 1990, 1995). The task 
was to count the stars from left to right and from top to bottom starting from the number in front 
of the item. Each item had a different starting number. The signs indicated the direction (forward 
or backward) in which subsequent stars had to be counted. Thus, the test required alternating 
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forward and backward counting until the last star was reached. An item always started with 
forward counting. The number of the last star was the answer to the item. 

The test consisted of two parts, which were administered separately. In the first part a plus sign 
indicated forward counting, while a minus sign denoted backward counting. In the items of the 
second part of the test the meaning of the signs was reversed, implying backward counting after a 
plus and forward counting after a minus sign. 

The first part of the test contained 12 items and had to be finished in 12 minutes, the second part 
of the test had 10 items, which had to be completed in 10 minutes. The score on the test was the 
total number of items correct on the complete test. 

The test had three versions. The versions can be considered as parallel and their score distributions 
have approximately equal means and standard deviations (see de Jong, 199 1, 1995). Thus, the scores 
on either version were roughly equivalent. Different versions were administered to three randomly 
selected groups of grade four children. The grade five and grade six children answered one version 

of the test. 

Reasoning tests 

Two reasoning tests were selected as measures of fluid intelligence. Both tests are part of the 
Snijders-Oomen Non-verbal Intelligence Test-Revised (Snijders, Tellegen & Laros, 1988), which 
is a battery of tests that is frequently used in the Netherlands to determine an intelligence quotient. 
An advantage of these reasoning tests is that they could be administered by means of an adaptive 
testing procedure. This enabled a reduction of testing time. 

The adaptive testing procedure was as follows. Each test consisted of three series of items. In 

each series the items increased in difficulty. The test assistant started with the first series and stopped 
after two failures or when the series had been completed. The score on the first series was the total 
number of correct items. The items of the second series that were presented, depended on the score 
on the first series. As the score was higher more of the easy items of the second series were skipped 
assuming them to be answered correctly. For the third series the same procedure was followed. The 
score on both reasoning tests was the sum of the scores on the three series. 

Figural Analogical Reasoning Test. All items consisted of a page with three abstract figures and a 
question mark on it. On the top of the page two abstract figures were given with an arrow in between 
pointing from the left to the right figure. The arrow was supposed to indicate that the left figure 
changed into the figure on the right (for example, a triangle changed into a triangle with a dot 
inside). Under these two figures a third figure and a question mark were given. The question mark 
was on the place where the fourth figure was to be expected. An arrow pointed from the third figure 

to the question mark. From four alternatives the participant had to choose the figure that would 
emerge after the third figure was altered according to the same rules that were used to change the 
left figure above into the right. The test consisted of maximally 33 items that were preceded by two 
items for practice. Cronbach’s c( of the test was 0.79. 

Categorical Thinking Test. All items consisted of two pages. On the left page three pictures of 
objects were given which all reflected the same higher order concept (e.g. toys) or had one feature 
in common (for example all objects contained glass). Test assistants were instructed not to name 
this concept or common feature. On the right page five more pictures were presented. The participant 
had to choose two pictures out of these five that reflected the same concept or shared the same 
feature as the pictures on the left page. The item was answered correctly when both correct pictures 
were chosen. The test consisted of maximally 27 items and was preceded by two items for practice. 
Cronbach’s a of the test was 0.75. 

Reading tests 

Tests for reading speed and reading comprehension were selected. 
Reading Speed. Two tests for reading speed were administered. One test, the speeded word reading 

test (Brus & Voeten, 1979) required the speeded decoding of words. The other test, the speeded 
pseudo-word reading test (Van den Bos, lutje Spelberg, Scheepstra & de Vries, 1994) measured the 
speeded decoding of pseudo-words. Both tests required the speeded reading of lists of words of 
increasing difficulty. 

The speeded word reading test consisted of two lists. The score on a list was the number of words 
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that were read in 1 minute. The score on the test was the average number of words read on both 
lists. The speeded pseudo-word reading test consisted of one list. The score on the test was the 
number of words read in 1 minute. 

Reading Comprehension Test. Two tests, which differed in the difficulty of their items, were used 
for reading comprehension. The easier test (Cito, 1981a) was suited for the fourth grade children 
and consisted of five stories. The more difficult test (Cito, 1981 b) was for the fifth grade and the 
sixth grade children and contained six stories. The stories had 13 to 35 sentences. Each story was 
followed by several multiple-choice items. Each test had 25 items. Cronbach’s z of the easier test 
was 0.83 for the grade four and 0.86 for the grade five children. Cronbach’s CI of the more difficult 
test was 0.76 for the grade five and 0.83 for the grade six children. 

Procedure 

The SCT and the Reading Comprehension Test were administered to whole classes. The remaining 
tests were answered individually. The easier reading comprehension test was given to the fourth 
grade children, while the sixth grade children answered the more difficult test. To make the scores 
of both reading comprehension tests equivalent, a randomly selected group of 109 children in grade 
five answered the easier test and a group of 110 children answered the difficult test. Note that, 
because the Reading Comprehension Tests were administered to whole classes, the number of 
children that answered these tests was larger than the group of participants described above (see 

also paragraph Participants). 
All tests were administered by trained test assistants to ensure the reliability of the procedure. 

The tests were given in a fixed order. Testing started with the SCT and the Reading Comprehension 
Test, which were always administered in the morning. The order of testing was: SCT part 1, 
SCT part 2 and the Reading Comprehension Test. Next, the remaining tests were administered 
individually. The order was: Reading Speed, Word Span Test, Computation Span Test, Categorial 
Thinking, Analogical Reasoning, Digit Span Test and Reading Span Test. 

As mentioned, the fourth grade children took part in the Second Dutch National Assessment 
Study of Attention Deficit Disorders. Unfortunately, the design of this study did not grant enough 
individual testing time to administer all tests. Therefore, the pseudo-word reading speed test and 
the reasoning tests were not completed by the grade four children. 

RESULTS 

Of the sample of 289 children the scores of nine children had to be removed. The scores of six 
children from the fourth grade were dropped, because some of their scores were missing. In addition, 
three children from the fifth grade were considered as outliers. Their scores deviated more than 
three standard deviations from the mean score of their grade on at least three of the tests. The final 
sample consisted of 280 children, 94 from the fourth grade (42 boys and 52 girls), 96 from the fifth 
grade (45 boys and 51 girls) and 90 from the sixth grade (41 boys and 49 girls). 

The results are presented in two separate sections. In the first section the results concerning the 
structure of working memory are given. The second section deals with the inter-relations between 
working memory capacity, reading ability and reasoning. 

Dimensions of working memory 

The dimensions of working memory concern the correlations among the various measures of 
working memory, i.e. the simple span tests, reflecting temporal storage capacity, and the complex 
span tests and the SCT, reflecting working memory capacity. We computed pooled within groups 
correlations, because the three groups (grade four, five and six) differed in their mean scores on 
almost all variables involved in the study. The pooled within groups correlations among the working 
memory tests are presented in Table 1. 

A few remarks can be made about the correlations among the tests. Firstly, the pattern of 
correlations does not seem to support a distinction between simple and complex span tests. The 
correlation between the complex span tests, Reading Span and Computation Span, was only 
moderate. The correlation between the simple span tests, Word Span and Digit Span, appeared to 
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Table I. Pooled within-groups correlations among the tests for working memory, reasoning. reading comprehension and reading speed 

Tests 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Workmg Memory 

I. Word Span 

2. Digit Span 

3. Read. Span 

4. Comp. Span 

5. SCT 

Reasonmg 

6. Categories 

7. Analogies 

Reading Compr. 

8. Read. Corn. 

Readmg Speed 

9. Words 

IO. Pseudo-Words 

0.40** 

0 30** 0.34** 

0.23** 0.31** 0.2z** 

0.23** 0.30** 0.1 I 0.19** 

0.15* 0.21** 0.24** 0.08 0.07 

0.20** 0.21** 0.20** O.l6* 0.19* 0.41** 

0.1 I 0.26** 0 19** 0.24** 0.21** 0.33** 0.31** 

0.26** 0.25** 0.32”’ 0.13* 0.27** 0.01 0.32** 0.30** 

0.27** 0.25** 0.25’: 0.08 0.24** 0.04 0.1 I 0.29** 0.92** 

Note: The correlatmns with the reasonmg tests (Categories and Analogies) and with the reading speed of pseudo-words are based on the data 

of grade live and grade six only. 

‘P < 0.05: **P < 0.01. 

be a little higher. More importantly, the correlation of 0.28 between the complex span tests appeared 
to be virtually equal to the correlations of these tests with the simple span tests ranging from 0.23 
to 0.34. The correlation of 0.40 between the simple span tests was only slightly higher than the 
intercorrelations among the simple and complex span tests, ranging from 0.23 to 0.34. Secondly, 
the pattern of correlations does not seem to favour a distinction between word-based (Reading 
Span and Word Span) and digit-based (Computation Span and Digit Span) span tests either. The 
correlation between the word-based span tests was nearly equal to their relations with the digit- 
based span tests, ranging from 0.23 to 0.40. Also, the digit-based span tests were almost equally 
correlated with each other as with the word-based span tests, ranging from 0.23 to 0.40. Finally, 
the correlations of the SCT with the simple span tests were, in contrast to our expectation, slightly 
higher than with the complex span tests. 

To investigate the inter-relations among the working memory tests more thoroughly, we con- 

ducted several confirmatory factor analyses. Because the participants were from different grades, 
i.e. grade four, five and six, multi-group analyses were performed. Unless reported otherwise, the 
parameter estimates in the different groups were constrained to be equal. The analyses were done 
with the program EQS (Bentler, 1989). Model fit was evaluated with the chi-square statistic and by 
means of the Non-normed Fit Index (NNFI) and the Comparative Fit Index (CFI; Bentler, 1989, 
1990). The latter statistics have been shown to be less dependent on sample size (e.g. Marsh, Balla 
& McDonald, 1988). 

Four models were specified. The first model consisted of three factors. One factor was formed by 
the two parts of the SCT. The other factors were a simple and a complex span factor, indicated by 
the two simple and the two complex span tests, respectively. The chi-square statistic suggested that 
the model did not fit the data, x2(49, N = 279) = 67.49, P = 0.04. Consideration of the fit-indices, 
however, indicated that the model had an acceptable fit (NNFI = 0.94 and CFI = 0.93). We also 

formulated an alternative model. This model also contained an SCT-factor, but now the span tests 
were divided into a digit-based factor, indicated by Digit Span and Computation Span, and a word- 
based span factor, indicated by Word Span and Reading Span. The fit of this model appeared to 
be almost equivalent to the fit of the first model, x2(49, N = 279) = 69.14, P = 0.03 (NNFI = 0.93; 
CFI = 0.93). The third model tested was a two factor model with an SCT-factor and a span-factor 
indicated by all the span tests. The fit of this model was also satisfactory, x2(47, N = 279) = 69.83, 
P = 0.04 (NNFI = 0.94; CFI = 0.93). Note, however, that one can obtain the two factor model 
from the first and from the second model by restricting the intercorrelation between the two span 
factors to one, and requiring the factor intercorrelations of the span factors with the SCT-factor to 
be equal. A chi-square difference test revealed that these extra restrictions in the first or in the 
second model did not lead to a significant drop in model fit, Ax2(2, N = 279) = 2.42, P > 0.25 and 
Ax2(2, N = 279) = 0.69, P > 0.50) for the first and the second model, respectively. Finally, we 
specified a model in which both parts of the SCT as well as all the span tests loaded on one factor. 
This model turned out to fit the data poorly, x2(51, N = 279) = 151.77, P < 0.001 (NNFI = 0.68; 
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CFI = 0.64). Therefore, the model with one span factor and an SCT-factor gives the most adequate 
description of the inter-relations among the working memory tests. The factor intercorrelation 

between the SCT-factor and the span factor was 0.41. 

Working memory capacity, reasoning and reading ability 

Two tests for reading comprehension were administered to separate groups of children of the 
fifth grade. Linear equating was used to translate the scores of both tests to the same scale (see 
Angoff, 1971). 

The pooled within groups correlations (grades four, five and six) among the tests for working 
memory, reasoning, reading comprehension and reading speed (words and pseudo-words) are 
presented in Table 1. Several results are worthy of note. First. the tests measuring the same constructs 
appeared to be substantially correlated. Secondly, the working memory tests were only modestly 

correlated with the reasoning tests (ranging from 0.07 to 0.24). Thirdly, as predicted, the correlations 
of the two complex tests with reading comprehension were equivalent, suggesting that working 
memory capacity is domain independent. Note, however, that the magnitude of the correlations of 
the simple span tests with reading comprehension were hardly lower. Finally, the working memory 
tests (complex and simple span) were equally correlated with reading comprehension (ranging from 
0.11 to 0.26) and reading speed (ranging from 0.08 to 0.32). In contrast, the reasoning tests, as 

expected, are found to be more closely related to the reading comprehension test (0.33 and 0.31) 
than to the reading speed tests (0.01, 0.04, 0.11 and 0.32). 

Confirmatory factor analyses were executed to test our hypotheses about the inter-relations 
among working memory, reading ability and reasoning. We specified a five-factor model consisting 
of a span factor and an SCT-factor (the two working memory factors found before), a reasoning 
factor, a factor for reading speed (indicated by word and non-word reading) and a factor reading 

comprehension (indicated by the odd and the even items of the test). First, the model was fitted in 
each of the grade groups separately. After the removal of two multivariate outliers (one for grade 
five and one for grade six), the fit of the mode1 appeared to be satisfactory in the groups of fifth and 
sixth grade children, x2(56, N = 95) = 39.24, P = 0.96 (NNFI = 1.05; CFI = 1 .OO) in the fifth grade 

and x2(56, N = 89) = 83.03, P = 0.01 (NNFI = 0.92; CFI = 0.95) in the sixth grade. The reasoning 
tests were not administered in the fourth grade. After removal of two multivariate outliers, the fit of 
a four-factor model (without a reasoning factor) appeared also satisfactory x*(30, N = 92) = 45.42, 
P = 0.04 (NNFI = 0.94; CFI = 0.96). Next, a three-group analysis was performed in which we 
assumed that the parameters of the mode1 were equivalent in the three groups. The fit of this 
model is acceptable, x2(198, N = 276) = 248.58, P = 0.01 (NNFI = 0.96, CFI = 0.96). Moreover, 
dropping the assumption of the equivalence of parameter estimates across groups hardly improved 
the fit of the mode, x2(142, N = 276) = 167.69, P = 0.07 (NNFI = 0.97, CFI = 0.98) and Ax2(56, 

N = 276) = 80.89, P = 0.03. 
In Table 2 the standardized estimates of the factor loadings and error variances are presented. 

Table 2. Factor model of the relationshtps between working memory, reasoning and reading abihty: Standardized factor loadings and umque 
variances 

SPAN SCT REAS. 
Reading 
Compr. 

Readmg 
speed 

Unique 
variance 

Word Span 0.57 0.68 
Digit Span 0 67 0.55 
Reading Span 0.55 0.70 
Computation Span 0.48 0.17 
SCT first part 0.81 0.34 

SCT second part 0.73 0.47 
Categories 0.64 0.58 
Analogies 0.59 0.66 
RECOM-odd 0.86 0.26 
RECOM-even 0.85 0.28 
SWR-A 0.93 0.14 
SWR-B 0.98 0.05 
SPWR 0.88 0.23 

Note: RECOM-odd = Reading CornprehensIon Test odd items: RECOM-even = Reading Comprehension even ~tcms: SWR-A = Speeded 
Word Reading Test list A: SWR-B = Speeded Word Readmg Test list B: SPWR = Speeded Pseudo-word Readmg Test. 
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Table 3. Factor model of the relationships between working memory. reasoning and reading 
abihty: Factor intercorrelations 

I 2 3 4 

I. Span 
2. SCT 
3. Reasoning 
4. Reading Comprehension 
5. Reading Speed 

0.42 
0.49 0.18 
0.32 0.20 0.53 
0.45 0.29 0.14 0.39 

The factor loadings on the SCT-factor, the reading speed and the reading comprehension factors 
are satisfactory. The reasoning tests and the span tests, however, have rather modest factor loadings 
on the reasoning and the span factor, respectively. 

Factor intercorrelations are displayed in Table 3. A substantial correlation is found between 
memory span and reasoning. Surprisingly, the correlation of reasoning with the SCT-factor, which 
is also supposed to indicate working memory, appeared to be much lower. The most important 
result, however, concerns the differential pattern of relations of working memory and reasoning with 
reading speed and reading comprehension. The SCT-factor and memory span were found, as was 
expected, to be related to both reading speed and reading comprehension, while reasoning was 
mainly related to reading comprehension. Indeed, when we specified the correlation of the SCT- 
factor with Reading Speed to be equal to the correlation of the SCT-factor with Reading Com- 
prehension, we found a non-significant drop in model fit, Ax*(l, N = 276) = 0.76, P > 0.10. Con- 
straining the correlation of Memory Span with Reading Speed and with Reading Comprehension 
to be equal, did not lead to a significant decrease in model fit either, Ax’(1, N = 276) = 1.94, 
P > 0.10. In contrast, specification of the correlation of reasoning with reading speed to be equal 
to its correlation with reading comprehension led to a significant decrease in model fit, Ax’(l) 
N = 276) = 10.31, P < 0.001. Thus, we can conclude that while the working memory factors are 
equally related to both reading ability factors, the reasoning factor is more strongly associated with 
reading comprehension than with reading speed. 

Finally, we examined whether the intercorrelations among the measures can be accounted for by 
one single ‘g’ factor. Therefore, we formulated an hierarchical five factor model in which the 
intercorrelations among the five factors were accounted for by one second order factor. Although 
the fit of this hierarchical factor model was acceptable, x2(206, N = 276) = 267.59, P < 0.01 
(NNFI = 0.96, CFI = 0.96) it appeared to fit significantly less well than the five factor model, 
Ax*(8, N = 276) = 19.01, P < 0.05. In addition, we specified a model in which all tests loaded on a 
general factor, which is unrelated to the other factors, and on one of the five factors obtained before. 
Inspection of the parameter estimates revealed that all tests had substantial loadings on both the 
general and the specific factors. These results, therefore, do not support a description of the inter- 
relations among the tests by one factor. 

DISCUSSION 

One of the issues that we sought to examine in the present study concerned the dimensions of 
working memory in children. The results show that the various span tests can be described by one 
dimension. This means that neither a distinction was found between span tests with different 
processing requirements (reading versus computation) nor that a distinction was obtained between 
span tests with and without additional processing requirements (simple versus complex span). 

A recurring issue is whether working memory capacity, as measured by complex span tests, is 
dependent on processing efficiency. Daneman and Carpenter (1980) stated this to be the case, and 
argued, as a consequence, that working memory capacity is task-dependent. According to Engle et 
al. (1992) and Turner and Engle (1989) however, working memory is domain independent and 
processing efficiency does not affect the performance on complex span tests. Our result that both 
complex span tests load on the same factor provides support for the latter position. In addition, as 
in the study of Turner and Engle (1989) reading span had a similar relation to reading com- 
prehension as computation span. However, we did find a difference between the complex span tests 
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in their relation with reading speed. The relationship of reading speed with the reading span was 
slightly larger than it was with computation span. Taking reading speed as an indicator of reading 

efficiency in the reading span test one might argue that processing efficiency indeed contributes to 
working memory capacity. We think this interpretation is not justified here, because reading speed 
had a similar relationship with both simple span tests as with reading span. Because simple span 
tests do not have any additional processing requirements as reading or computation, the relationship 
between reading span and reading speed is probably due to other factors than processing efficiency 
in the reading span test. Our findings, therefore, are most compatible with the contention that 
processing efficiency does not underlay individual differences in the performance on the current 
complex span tests. 

Though processing efficiency might not contribute to performance in complex span tests, this is 
not sufficient to explain why simple and complex span tests did not form separate dimensions of 
working memory. Other differences between simple and complex span tests might still be present. 

One important difference, put forward by Cantor et al. (1991) is that in simple span tests the 
information that has to be stored, can be rehearsed, while in the complex span tests rehearsal is 
prevented by the additional processing requirements. Our data suggest that either rehearsal was not 
used on the simple span tests or rehearsal was also used on the complex span tests. We have no data 
in support of the latter possibility. The participants were urged to continue processing as soon as 
the to-be-remembered material was given, but we might not have succeeded entirely to prevent 
rehearsal. Nevertheless, it is not very likely that much rehearsal could have taken place. The other 
possibility concerns the use of rehearsal in the simple span tests. Rehearsal has generally been 
recognized as a major determinant of individual differences in simple span performance (Baddeley, 
1986). Accordingly, a relationship between articulation speed and simple span is assumed. In support 
large correlations between these variables have been found in adults (e.g. Gathercole, Adams & 
Hitch, 1994). Recently, however, Brown and Hulme (1995) have questioned the importance of 
rehearsal for simple span performance. They note that most data concerning the relation between 
articulation speed and simple span are correlational. In addition, they demonstrate that some 
important findings, which were assumed to be due to rehearsal, can be explained by different 
processes. It is generally assumed that children start to use rehearsal at the age of 7 (see for a review 
Henry & Millar, 1993). Our participants were well above this age. However, it is not clear whether 
the use of rehearsal is already fully developed at the age of 10 or 12, which was the age of our 
participants. Indeed, other data of our study, which will be reported elsewhere (de Jong, in prep- 
aration), suggest that our Ss did not rehearse. We found correlations between word articulation 
speed and the simple span tests that ranged from 0.03 to 0.31. Far larger correlations would have 

been found if rehearsal was used in these tests. 
To conclude, our explanation for the single common factor that was found for the span tests, has 

two elements. One is that processing efficiency does not underlay performance on complex span 
tests. Most probably, the additional processing requirements in complex span tests lead only to 
longer intervals between the material (words or digits) that has to be remembered (see for recent 
evidence, Towse & Hitch, 1995). The second element of our explanation is that neither on the simple 
nor on the complex span tests was rehearsal used. As a consequence, we suppose that the major 
factor that both simple and complex span tests reflect, is the temporary storage of information, i.e. 
temporal storage capacity. 

One further remark about the span tests is in order here. The factor solution revealed that the 

unique variances of the span tests were large. Similar results were found earlier, in children (de Jong 
& Das-Smaal, 1995) and in adults (Jurden, 1995). A large part of these unique variances probably 
reflect error variance. Therefore, the results of the current study, as well as those of previous studies, 

cast serious doubts about the reliability of the span tests. 
As an alternative measure for working memory capacity, we administered the XT. In a previous 

study with adults, Das-Smaal et al. (1993) showed that the association of the SCT with simple span 
was weaker than its relation with complex span. This result could not be replicated, because in 
children the complex span tests, as well as the simple span tests, seem to primarily reflect storage 
capacity. The correlation of 0.42 that was obtained between the span factor and the SCT-factor in 
the current study, was similar to the correlation of 0.51 between the simple span factor and the 
SCT-factor that were distinguished by Das-Smaal et al. (1993). 
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In the present study we also examined the inter-relations between working memory, reasoning 
and reading ability. A substantial relationship was found between the span tests and reasoning, 
although the relationship is weaker than we had expected regarding the relations found earlier by 
Kyllonen and Christal (1990) with adult subjects. The reason for the discrepancy is probably that 
the complex span tests in the current study seem to reflect, as previously mentioned, storage capacity 
only. The working memory tests of Kyllonen and Christal reflected working memory capacity, i.e. 
the capacity of simultaneous processing and storage of information. 

Surprisingly, the association between the SCT, assumed to be an alternative measure of working 
memory capacity, and reasoning appeared to be very weak. The result is not compatible with the 
substantial correlation between working memory capacity and reasoning in children reported by de 
Jong and Das-Smaal (1995). The SCT was also used in their study. The difference between the 
results of the current study and the study of de Jong and Das-Smaal might be due to two reasons. 
One reason is that in the factor model presented by de Jong and Das-Smaal working memory 
capacity was indicated by four tests, including the SCT, instead of one as in the current study. As 
the SCT is not a pure measure of working memory capacity (see de Jong & Das-Smaal, 1995) the 
SCT-factor in the current study probably also reflects other abilities besides working memory 
capacity. A second reason for the difference in results concerns the measurement of reasoning. In 
the study by de Jong and Das-Smaal(1995) the reasoning tests covered a wide variety of reasoning 
abilities. For example, verbal reasoning involved verbal analogies, verbal exclusion, general reason- 
ing and transitivities. In contrast, figural and verbal reasoning in the present study were each 
indicated by one aspect, figural analogies and categorical thinking, respectively. For unknown 
reasons, the latter test appeared to be hardly related to the SCT. 

As expected, the relationship of reasoning with reading comprehension was larger than its relation 
with reading speed. In addition, working memory capacity appeared to be equally related to reading 
speed and to reading comprehension, confirming once again the central role of working memory in 
reading (Baddeley, 1986; Just & Carpenter, 1992). The differential pattern of relationships between 
working memory, reasoning and speed, in our study reading speed. is in accordance with previous 
results reported by Kyllonen and Christal (1990) and de Jong and Das-Smaal (1995). We should 

note, however, that the complex span tests which are used in the present study as indicators of 
working memory capacity, are more likely to reflect temporal storage capacity. The results of the 
present study indicate, therefore, that both working memory capacity, as measured by the SCT, 
and storage capacity are related to reading speed. Working memory capacity has been shown to be 
also related to other forms of cognitive speed (de Jong & Das-Smaal, 1995; Kyllonen & Christal, 
1990). With respect to reading as such, many researchers have reported a relationship between 
temporal storage capacity, often denoted as phonological coding in working memory, and learning 
to read in children (for reviews see Gathercole & Baddeley, 1993; Wagner & Torgesen, 1987). It has 
to be shown, however, whether the relationship between temporal storage capacity and reading 
speed in the present study is due to the general processing speed or the reading component of 
reading speed. 

Finally, we would like to comment briefly on the age-related findings of this study. It is noteworthy 
that the inter-relations among the working memory tests, and the inter-relations between working 
memory, reasoning and reading ability were very similar across the three age groups. Recently, 
Swanson (1996) using a large variety of working memory tests, also reported highly similar 
correlational patterns between various working memory tests and school achievement across differ- 
ent groups. These results suggest that the structure of working memory and its relations with other 
constructs, remain stable from at least the age of 9 years old. There were, however, age differences 
in the mean performance on the tests for working memory (and on the other tests as well). Some 
authors have attributed the growth of working memory capacity with age to an age-related increase 
in processing efficiency (e.g. Case et al., 1982; Salthouse & Babcock, 1991). However, if processing 
efficiency does not contribute to individual differences in complex span performance (e.g. Engle et 
al., 1992; Swanson, 1996) then it is unlikely that differences in processing efficiency can account for 
age-related changes in working memory capacity. The results of the present study did not support 
the importance of processing efficiency for the performance on complex span tests. Accordingly, 
the results suggest that age-related differences in working memory capacity are due to an increase 
in general capacity and not in processing efficiency (see Swanson (1996) for a similar conclusion). 
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In summary, the present study has two major outcomes. First, the study does not provide support 

for a distinction between individual differences in temporal storage capacity and working memory 
capacity, as measured by simple and complex span tests. In children, both types of tests are likely 
to reflect temporary storage capacity only. The second major outcome concerns a distinction 
between working memory and reasoning in their relation with reading ability. Working memory 
appeared to be equally related to both reading comprehension and reading speed, while reasoning 
had a stronger relationship with reading comprehension than with reading speed. 
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